Stylometry and the interplay of topic and L1 in the different annotation layers in the FALKO corpus

Introduction

The process of transfer of structures from the mother tongue (L1) has been shown to take place on different linguistic levels like lexis, syntax, discourse etc. (Ellis 2009:295). Up to now though, it has been difficult to quantify the relative strength of transfer on those different levels at the same time. This will be the main objective of this study. We therefore separately look at the surface level text, sequences of the part-of-speech (POS) tags as a rough representation of the syntactic structure and the sequence of lemmas reflecting mainly the choice of lexical items.

Furthermore we will compare the results not only for the original learner texts, but also for an annotation layer that represents the reconstructed utterances of the learners, thereby enabling us to measure effects that stem from ungrammaticality in the text compared to L1-induced phenomena that do not lead to ungrammatical structures.

We compare argumentative texts on four different topics written by advanced learners of German in the Falko Learner Corpus of German. Our results indicate that besides a known influence of text type and genre (Byrnes et al. 2004) one has to take into account the confounding variable of text topic.

Research on n-grams

Research done on POS tag sequences shows that while certain linguistic structures of learner language display systematic over- and underuse for all mother tongue (L1) groups (Zeldes et al. 2008), many seem to be L1 specific (Aarts et al. 1998, Borin et al. 2004). In those studies the length of the n-grams have been arbitrarily constrained to small numbers (mostly n<5). Our approach takes into account all n-grams found in a text to calculate a similarity between two texts by comparing the two sets of n-grams.
The more n-grams appear in both texts, the higher is the rate of similarity between those two texts. This might allow us to find satisfactory results even in a relatively small corpus like FALKO. The stylometric measure we use is described in Golcher 2007.

**Stylometry**

If we train our algorithm on sets of German texts stemming from different mother tongue speakers, we can use this “knowledge” to classify unseen texts into those L1 sets. The more the transparent L1 features show up in the target language text, the better the success of the classification for that language will be. High accuracy would therefore support the claim of very coherent L1 traces which can be interpreted as a result of transfer. Low accuracy would either refute the quality of the method or could be interpreted as a result of L1 independent factors making learner texts too similar to classify them correctly.

If the L1 has an influence on the similarity of two texts, we would expect it to show up at different strengths depending on the amount and type of information included in the text. While the raw text comprises information about lexical choice, morphology, syntax etc., in the chain of automatically annotated part-of-speech tags the lexical information has been lost and only a schematic version of the morpho-syntactic information has been left. In the chain of lemma tags on the other hand morphology has been suppressed while surface linearity and lexical choice have been conserved. Comparing these three layers, one can at least partially separate two kinds of transfer effects: purely lexical effects should not show up on the POS level, while syntactic transfer which cannot be attributed to simple linearity phenomena should be less visible. Stylometric methods have been applied to the task of identifying a writer’s mother tongue before (Koppel et al. 2005a, b; Tsur & Rappoport 2007, Golcher 2007), this however has been done on the surface level only. As an interesting side effect our study partially replicates the results of the papers cited above which are all based on the ICLE corpus (Granger 2002) with data from German English learners.

Since the corpus also includes a target hypothesis (TH) for every learner utterance, which forms a reconstructed target language version of the original utterance (Lüdeling 2008), as well as POS and lemma information for this TH, we can add a comparison of the results for the TH with the original learner texts. Since the TH inherently reflects a mediation between the learner text and a normally produced native speaker text (Reznicek et al. 2010), the L1 effect should be less visible for all three levels of representation. This would then help to evaluate the quality of the methods predictive power of transfer effects.

**The algorithm**

The measure used for quantifying the similarity of two texts is based on the frequency distribution of all substrings in both texts. Basically, the products of all those frequency pairs are summed up logarithmically. The immense number of substrings of the texts is handled by storing them as suffix trees. Written as a formula, the similarity measure \( S(T_1, T_2) \) is defined as

\[
S(T_1, T_2) = \sum_{s \in S} \log \left[ F_{T_1}(s) \cdot F_{T_2}(s) + 1 \right]
\]

(1)
Here, the sum runs over all substrings $s$. $F_{T1}$ and $F_{T2}$ denote the frequencies of $s$ within the two texts. The logarithm ensures that the much higher frequencies especially of very short substrings do not mask the potentially interesting low frequency substrings. Since the logarithm of 1 is 0, all substrings which do not occur in both texts make no contribution to $S$, which is as it should be. The addition of one is also needed in order to include substrings occurring once in both texts in $S$.

Since the substring frequencies will grow in general as the text gets longer, a normalization procedure is needed. In practice, a simple averaging strategy has turned out to be efficient (see Golcher 2007, where the described method has been shown to be highly competitive within a range of stylometric tasks).

**Empirical analysis**

To minimize third language interactions the data was restricted to include texts of non-bilingual speakers only. We used essays from the five largest L1 groups only. This left us with 42 English, 37 Danish, 14 French, 10 Russian, and 10 Turkish native speakers. All files together consisted of just below 60,000 tokens.

For all possible text pairs, $S$ was computed. This yields a symmetric 126 by 126 matrix. As hinted above, this matrix is normalized by dividing each cell by the mean of the respective row and column (Golcher 2007). This removes all text specific contributions to $S$, most notably the impact of text length. The variance due to the topic of the essays is still rather large. Thus we split all $S$ values into two sets, where both contributing texts do or do not belong to the same topic. The $S$ values of both sets were divided by their means. Then, each file in turn was classified into the L1 group with which it shared the highest mean $S$ values, doubly normalized as described. In a second run, the texts were classified according to their topic in the same way. Here, we used the simple normalized $S$ values without regard to the L1 influence. This is justified by the relatively small L1 effect compared to topic. Figure 1 shows the results.

**FIGURE 1. CLASSIFICATION ACCURACIES FOR L1 (LEFT PANEL) AND TOPIC (RIGHT PANEL). FOR CLASSIFYING L1, THE TOPIC INFLUENCE WAS MITIGATED BY THE HEURISTICS DESCRIBED IN THE TEXT.**

From the left panel of Figure 1 we can draw the following conclusions about the predictability of L1:
1. The overall results of correct predictions for the L1 is significantly higher than random, with a \( p \) value close to 0.
2. There is a difference in the performance for the different levels of representation: Lemma is best, followed by tokens and POS.
3. The same pattern is repeated for the target hypothesis, but at a lower level.

The accuracy for topic classification on the other hand is very high. Predictably, it is lowest in the POS representation, even if it is still astonishingly high. This striking persistence of the topic predictability can be seen as a hint to a spurious effect: The topical influence could be transferred from the lexical level, for example by identical material in different essays, copied from the essay title. This spuriousness cannot be expected to apply to the more interesting L1 influence in any way.

From these results we see how the classification accuracy of L1 and topic varies with regard to the two variables of text/TH and linguistic representation. The baselines for L1 and topic classifications differ though, and slightly different forms of \( S \) were used in both cases. This makes it hard to directly compare the impact of L1 and topic on \( S \), that is on text similarity. Thus we fitted a linear mixed model (Pinheiro & Bates 2000) to the data. Assuming a linear dependency of \( S \) on the other variables is an approximation of course, but such a model allows us to quantify L1 and topic effects at the same time. The model has to be a mixed one in order to account for the crossed random effects of the individual essays. The results are shown in Figure 2.

**Figure 2. Comparing effect sizes as given by the fit to a linear mixed model. Displayed is the estimate for the L1 effect divided by the estimate for the topic effect.**

We can summarize them as follows:

1. The effect of topic is always much more pronounced than the effect of L1. Nevertheless, sameness of L1 was always a significant factor within the model.
2. In the POS representation, L1 is relatively much more influential. Thus, even if a topic effect is still rather strong in this representation, the L1 effect resides much more in this structural representation of the text.

3. The same pattern is repeated in the target hypothesis, but the L1 effect is much weaker in comparison to the topic effect. This is in line with expectations: The target hypothesis aims at correcting errors and errors can be assumed to be L1 specific. And, since the lexical content is supposed to change rather little between the two corpus layers, the topic effect should be very similar.

Conclusion

First, the very high accuracy of the L1 classification strongly supports the claim that L1 dependent transfer effects are present in the learner texts.

The separation of the representation levels shows that transfer dominates on the lexical level. Still there are clear indications of a comparable L1 transfer on the syntactic level. Since the TH corrects mainly morphosyntactic errors, this shows that there are at least in part L1 specific errors that contribute to the coherence of the L1 groups. On the other hand the numbers make it clear that transfer is a lot stronger on levels that do not lead to ungrammatical structures in the strict sense.

Interestingly, the L1 effect on the lemma level is even higher than on the token level, which means that by subtracting morphological clues the L1 effect grows. This can be explained considering that morphology can be related to cues like tense and modality. In fact, topics seem to differ in their likelihood to trigger certain tenses and modalities therefore diminishing L1 influence.

The numbers in the last figure allow the conclusion that the influence of text topic on forms of expression is much larger than has been considered so far, even with regard to syntactic structures. Future studies should therefore control the data not only for text type, register and genre but for topic as well.
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